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Comments from Attendees of this Seminar:
Those who weren’t able to attend yesterday’s seminar in Austin missed a spectacular presentation by
Wendy of a very practical and clinically relevant review of cardiac and respiratory disease. We are truly
fortunate to have someone of Wendy’s caliber who is willing to share her time, experience, and
knowledge. I think that all of us practice a much better quality of medicine because of Wendy’s efforts.
When faced with a difficult case we all think… WWWD!
--Bill Craig DVM, San Antonio TX
For those of you who missed it, you might want to skip this. You’ll just feel worse – sorry! Wendy, that
was amazing!
That was the most useful and complete discussion of cardiology I’ve every
UNDERSTOOD! The explanation of chest rads made even me see what you were able to point out.
Echo was cool to see, I was muttering the right answers to your questions of “what do you see?” – which
was so exciting.
--Anne Faseler DVM, Bergheim TX
Kudos to Wendy. Incredible presentation and was a “must see.”
--Michael Jones DVM, Glen Rose TX
It was great. I’ve already started listening to armpits this morning.
Rosemary Lindsey DVM, Ft Worth TX
Great seminar. Lots of take-home stuff, and Wendy, you demystified chest films a LOT for me. Ditto
ultrasound. Mushroom. Who would have thought… Being able to take knowledge and express it in a
way that others can understand and utilize later is a gift. I have 3 cases I am currently reviewing to apply
the info you provided yesterday. Areas to work up that may explain problems I have not completely
controlled. Thank you again and thank you to CAVMA and Idexx.
--Steve Wilson DVM – Port Lavaca TX
I just want to say thanks for the very informative meeting in Austin today.
--Deborah Besch DVM, Austin TX
I want to thank you for putting together an excellent informative talk, that will really help me in my
practice. It is always a pleasure to either read your information, or listen to you in person. Thanks again
for all that you do.
--Karen Werner DVM, Houston TX
Wendy is a great teacher and put on a great presentation. Everyone should make an effort to attend one
of her seminars.
--Al Arca, DVM
Monday morning, first rattle out of the bucket, we got slammed with a rat terrier with nasty diarrhea since
Sunday afternoon. He felt very bad, depressed, lethargic, labored breathing. And we had treated with
the first dose of Immiticide 8 days prior. I thoughtfully chewed on the end of my pen, looked very
concerned, and with great authority said the diarrhea might be secondary to right heart failure of
heartworm disease. My staff was so impressed that I would know this. The client was so impressed that
I was this knowledgeable. Heck, I was impressed with how smart I was.
--Jerry Skidmore DVM, Mt. Pleasant TX
Awesome CE, Wendy.
--Celeste Treadway DVM, Austin TX
I saw a huge Veggie on the fish mouth view of the heart that I did an ultrasound on this morning ☺.
Thanks for giving me the guts to put the probe on her.
--Liz Vint DVM, San Antonio TX

